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SESAR
Single European Skies Air traffic management Research

Aim:

to modernize and harmonize Air Traffic Management
(ATM) and ATM systems throughout Europe

Targets:

triple airspace capacity
improve safety by a factor of 10
reduce environmental impact by 10% per flight
reduce cost of ATM services by at least 50%

SESAR 2020
Aims:

to demonstrate the viability of the technological and
operational solutions developed within the SESAR program,
in larger and more operationally integrated environments
-- 7 very large scale demonstrations (VLD)
-- 18 industrial research projects
carry out further exploratory research
-- 28 projects
-- 20.4 million euros

SESAR project – the Business Trajectory
The current aircraft flight plan (FPL) contains very basic
information:
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-

aircraft ID, type of aircraft and wake turbulence category

-

date of flight and planned departure time

-

type of flight (scheduled, non-scheduled, military)

-

departure aerodrome and arrival aerodrome

-

cruising speed and requested cruising level and changes

-

route points, airways or direct routings

-

equipment carried

SESAR project – the Business Trajectory
The Flight Plan – (current operations)
Aircraft’s route/basic profile data held in ATM systems
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SESAR Concept – the Business Trajectory
The Interim step – the Extended Flight Plan (EFPL) - in addition to FPL
data, the EFPL provides flight specific performance data:
-

aircraft speed and aircraft mass at each ‘point’ on the route

-

expected step climb and descent points

-

predicted climb rate(s)

-

predicted descent rate(s)

The above information is currently available in flight planning systems providing the information to Air Traffic Management (ATM) systems
using an EFPL allows more accurate checking of flight plan validity –
sector penetrations, route availability, airspace restrictions avoidance
areas etc.
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SESAR project – the Business Trajectory
Extended Flight Plan
Aircraft’s route and more accurate profile data held in
ATM systems
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SESAR project– the Business Trajectory
The goal – a 4D Business Trajectory (BT)
Contains detailed information, continually updated:
-

full EFPL data at departure

-

aircraft performance data, position, level and met data updated in
real time and fed to ground systems via data link

-

conformance with agreed 4D trajectory monitored on board the
aircraft, by air traffic control, and by air traffic management
systems

-

non-conformance, or expected non-conformance results in
trajectory revision
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SESAR project – the Business Trajectory
Original Business Trajectory
Updated Business Trajectory
Aircraft’s position continually updated – projected route continually updated
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SESAR project - Extended Arrival Manager (EAMAN)
The Extended AMAN calculates and displays an arrival order sequence
taking into account aircraft position, speed, type and wake category
information.

LREH
Long Range Eligibility
Horizon
The point at which AMAN
becomes cognizant of
aircraft

Initial Metering Point
Approximately 200 NM
from destination airport

Initial Metering Horizon
AMAN sequence
reasonably stable; AMAN
calculates and displays
arrival order sequence

Active Advisory Horizon
AMAN is cognizant of all
aircraft that will affect
the landing order; the
sequence is stable.
AMAN updates aircraft
arrival order sequence
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Metering Point
Approximately 50 NM
from destination airport

SESAR project - Extended Arrival Manager (EAMAN)
Extended AMAN is able to identify which aircraft to slow down and through
interoperable systems ask for aircraft to be slowed in neighbouring Air
Traffic Control Centres
Up to 3 minutes delay absorption
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SESAR project - Time Based Spacing
One of the primary reasons for the length of spacing between
aircraft on final approach is the avoidance of wake turbulence

SESAR project - Time Based Spacing
The single biggest cause of delay to Heathrow arrivals is strong
headwinds on final approach: although the air speed of aircraft remains
the same, strong headwinds cause the ground speed of aircraft to
reduce.
Traditionally, separation has been distance based, and because aircraft
effectively travel more slowly over the ground, it takes longer to travel
the distance required to maintain wake separation
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Strong headwinds occur on approximately 60 days each year.

SESAR project – Time Based Spacing
Light Headwinds

Strong Headwinds

Traditional Distance Based Separation
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SESAR project – Time Based Spacing
Distance Based Separation
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Time Based Separation

Strong Headwind

SESAR project - Time Based Spacing
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SESAR project – System Wide Information Management
(SWIM)

The systems that ‘enable’ SESAR concepts rely on, and exchange, accurate
aircraft positional and arrival data, and more accurate aircraft departure
data.
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SESAR & DATASET 2050 - RELEVANCE
The accuracy of the aircraft positional data, the ability to accurately
predict when aircraft will land (at greater time horizons), and the
availability of data through SWIM should provide benefit to
DATASET 2050
The deployment of SESAR concepts
won’t achieve major savings in
terms of time to travel from A to B,
but the ‘actual’ travel time should
be known further in advance than
today, and could be shared with
other transport providers.
However,
Being able to be precise with Air Traffic Management (ATM) data
doesn’t necessarily allow ATM to be highly flexible – the SESAR
aim is to plan more precisely, while retaining just sufficient
flexibility to cater for unexpected events.
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DATA ACCURACY – AIRBORNE v ON THE GROUND
Airborne
Once an aircraft is ‘wheels up’ we can accurately predict when it will
be at any given point on its route, and when it will arrive at its
destination. Although the probability of minor delays occurring exists
(e.g. meteorological events and minor air traffic control delays)
continual monitoring of the airspace situation provides the ability to
manage, reduce or negate the effects such delays.
On the ground
Before an aircraft departs a number of events can cause significant
delays – these range from passenger(s) not arriving at the aircraft
stand (resulting in a baggage offload) to aircraft becoming
unserviceable. Any delay on the ground can quickly escalate from a
few minutes to several hours.
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Any questions?
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